
Oil Spill Containment And Recovery System 

OSCAR 



What are the issues? 
 Oil sheen containment and capture 
 Floating oil from small spills 
 Ineffectiveness of polypropylene booms 
 Labor intensive methodology  
 Skimmer shortcomings for sheen removal 
 Cost prohibitive vacuuming procedures 
 Inability to leave devices in place for long periods 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hard to remove oil sheensPrevent contamination from floating oil from small spillsImprove on ineffectiveness of polypropylene boomsOffer options to reduce labor intensive methodology Address skimmer shortcomings for sheen removalProvide a system to improve the inability to leave devices in place for long periods of time



Development parameters 
 Effort to find a solution  
 Goal to utilize past experience  
 Guardian’s experience with SheenGuard blankets 
 Enviro-USA’s experience with years of boom development 

and construction  
 Utilize Guardian’s proprietary solidifying absorbent for 

maximum effectiveness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our efforts to find a solution Set a goal to utilize both company’s past experience Capitalize on Guardian’s experience with SheenGuard blanketsBuild on Enviro-USA’s experience with years of boom      development and construction Utilize Guardian’s proprietary solidifying absorbent for maximum effectiveness



Design parameters 
 Effectiveness for removing oil sheen from fresh or salt water 
 Effectiveness in containing floating oil and sheen 
 Ease of deploying  boom 
 Ease of attaching blankets to boom 
 Ease of replacing spent blankets 
 Eliminate the need for additional polypropylene booms 
 Compatibility with skimmer equipment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What  were we looking to achieve? What kind of design would be the most effective?What were the features we wanted to offer with this device?



Introducing “OSCAR” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is “OSCAR” , our California spokes-otter!



Construction 
 Standard containment boom is 18” approved “protected port” type  

 Custom boom lengths & widths available 

 Standard blanket constructed of heavy weight nylon mesh with 
supplemental flotation filled with PetroGuard 

 Standard size 36 “ wide and 86” long to conform to containment 
boom. 

 Blankets can be joined together to provide greater surface area to 
capture oil 

 Blanket adaptable to other containment boom sizes and applications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Construction of OSCAR Complies with regulations and or guidelines provided by OPA-90, US Coast Guard - OSRO and ASTM F1523.



OSCAR System 
 Sample section construction 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a sample section of the containment boom showing the attachment cables and clips. The small pillow illustrates how the blanket attaches to the boom. The versatility of this design is that it is adaptable to any of our containment booms whether protected port, river or open ocean applications. 



PetroGuard-D   The absorbent 
 PetroGuard® advanced molecular capture oil spill 

solidification polymer  
 The original solidifier introduced and in use since 1992 
 High capacity and light weight 
 Will not release after absorption 
 Suitable for waste to energy disposal facilities or solid landfill 

options 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
hyper-immobilizing oil and hazardous chemical absorbent deactivating powder�PetroGuard-D is a dry, white granular high capacity instant solidifying absorbent. PetroGuard is used to immobilize liquid hydrocarbon and chlorocarbon spills on land or water to a recoverable solid, with minimal overall volumetric increase. The most unique and important characteristic of PetroGuard is that once absorbed, liquids will not be released, even under pressure. Production of flamable vapors will be dramatically reduced or eliminated with the application of PetroGuard-D.PetroGuard-D has a strong affinity for hydrocarbon-based liquids, particularly the primary aromatic compounds. Key features are:Hyper-immobilizingHydrophobicOleophilicSuper-absorbentWill not release under pressureNon-toxicNon-catalytic activity



PetroGuard – the absorbent 
Example organics absorbed and immobilized 
  

 Diesel and fuel oils 
 Silicone oils 
 Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons  
 Chlorinated hydrocarbons 
 Ethyl acetate 
 Trichloroethylene 
 Crude oil 
 Methylene chloride 
 Naphtha 
 Carbon tetrachloride 

  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some examples of hydrocarbons absorbent and immobilized by PetroGuard. If the floating sheen is a hydrocarbon or silicone based oil, OSCAR will absorb and remove any traces it comes in contact with.



Boom and blanket design 



OSCAR’s unique features 
 Easy attachment to special cable fitted to containment boom 

using heavy weight zip-ties or optional Carabiner clips 
 Easy replacement of spent blankets leaving long lasting boom 

in place 
  Blankets can be ganged together to provide wider or larger 

surface area 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSCAR is designed to easily attach to special cables or clips incorporated in the design of the boom. The use of either metal clips, carabiners or plastic zip-ties makes attachment or replacement of the blanket to the boom easy and quick. Because the blanket sections are relatively light , handling becomes simplified and not labor intensive. For particularly sensitive areas, the blankets can be ganged or doubled up to provide a wider area for absorption. 



Design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This drawing illustrates how the blankets and pillows will attach to the boom. Note that these pillows are normally clipped or attached to each other to form a continuous blanket section of 86 inches. These sections are then attached to each other to form a continuous surface to cover the distance required by the application.



Demo unit in water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We constructed a section of the SheenGuard blanket and attached it to the boom to illustrate what OSCAR looks like in the water. Although the absorbent PetroGuard is hydrophobic and floats indefinitely, we have added additional flotation as required by the application. Some applications will require more or less flotation as necessary.



Demo in water 
OSCAR attached to single side 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another view of OSCAR in the water.



Single or double action  
 Attach OSCAR to one side of boom or to both sides for 

additional protection 
 Secondary blanket will capture oils that escape under boom 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSCAR blankets can be attached to either or both sides of the boom. In this way any escaped oil will be captured by the secondary blanket. 



Primary and secondary blankets 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This drawing illustrates oil floating to the surface carried by the current. Any oil that manages to move under the skirt of the boom will be captured by the secondary blanket. This illustration shows two banks of blankets on either side of the boom. In some cases additional banks of blankets can be attached.  Each blanket has grommets installed for easy attachment.



OSCAR shoreline protection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSCAR is ideal in protecting sensitive shoreline around marinas or other potential oil spill sites. 



OSCAR on river application 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSCAR strung across a river or estuary will capture floating oil and sheens carried by the current. This is an ideal situation because if forces the oil into contact with the blankets where it is absorbed and immobilized. In very sensitive areas it is recommended to put several booms in series.



OSCAR across restricted body 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In areas where there is a restricted passage as around refineries or other petroleum facilities OSCAR is a very effective solution. If the oil is merely a sheen, OSCAR can be left in place for long periods of time, since the volume of oil to be absorbed is very small. A quart of oil can produce a sheen over a square mile.If a blanket section contains 15 lbs of PetroGuard-D and there are 10 sections, that gives 150 lbs of absorbent available. 150 lbs or PG will absorb up to 600 lbs of oil. That is the equivalent of about 100 gallons of oil and represents a long period of sheen removal. Leaving an OSCAR blanket/boom in place for months is normal procedure.



Ship protections  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using OSCAR as a ship in port or loading dock containment system will not only contain spills but remove the floating oil as it occurs, saving time and money having to deploy skimmers or huge amounts of polypropylene boom. If skimmers can be used effectively in conjunction with OSCARThe system can be towed aside and reused for the next ship that comes into port.  This is a highly efficient and cost saving operation.



Advantages 
 Actually removes oil sheens permanently 
 Reduces labor costs 
 Long lasting (some blankets in use for 4 months) 
 Re-useable boom  
 No environmental impact 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although mentioned previously, we need to emphasize these advantage points. Polypropylene booms have shortcomings regarding the removal of sheen.Reduced labor costs due to the single system concept.Long lasting and re-useable is an important economic and environmental issue.The system does not leave any collateral chemicals behind after use. Completely non-leaching and non-polluting.



Approvals 
 PetroGuard-D approved by USEPA as sorbent 

 
 

 SheenGuard Exemption by California Department of Fish 
and Game dated 4/21/2011 

 
 

 Enviro-USA  products compliant with:  
- ASTM F 1523: Calm, Current & Protected Water 
- US Coast Guard – OSRO: River/Canal, Inland & Great Lakes 
- OPA 90: River/Canal, Inland & Great Lakes     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PetroGuard meets all EPA standards to be listed as a sorbent:PetroGuard is a sorbent material and consists solely of materials listed in Section 300.915g of the NCP.



For more information contact 
 Guardian Environmental Technologies 

 Bill Litwin   President 
 (860) 350 2200  
 info@guardianenvironmental.com 

 Enviro-USA 
 Luis Vargas  President 
 (321) 222 9551 
 luis@enviro-usa.com 
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